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PSEUDO-PONTRJAGIN CLASSES

YASUO MATSUSHITA

ABSTRACT. For a pseudo-Riemannian manifold we can construct a pseudo-

Pontrjagin class as represented by a certain ad(SOo(p, q))-invariant form on

the manifold so that it coincides with the Pontrjagin class of the manifold.

Let M be an n-dimensional, orientable, C°°-differentiable, pseudo-Riemannian

manifold with a metric (, ) of signature

(+••• +-),    P > q, p + q = n.
p q

By orientability we mean that the structure group of the tangent bundle £ of M

is the identity component SOo(p, q) of the pseudo-orthogonal group 0(p, q). As an

analogue of the Pontrjagin class for a Riemannian manifold, we can define for M a

pseudo-Pontrjagin class p as an element of the de Rham cohomology ring H*(M; R)

which is represented by a certain ad(SOn(p, <j))-invariant curvature polynomial. We

show that such a class p coincides with the Pontrjagin class p constructed on the

intrinsic Riemannian structure of M.  Such a coincidence has been reported only

for the case of the 4-manifolds of metric signature (+ +-) [2, Proposition 2].

This paper heavily depends on Chern's analysis [1] of the generalized Gauss-Bonnet

formula for the Euler characteristics of pseudo-Riemannian manifolds.

At each point of M we can choose a local pseudo-orthonormal basis {e1} (i =

1,..., n) of 1-forms so that (el,eJ) = £{6ij (¿y: Kronecker delta), where e» = 1 for

1 < i < p and Ei = — 1 for p+ 1 < i < n. The pseudo-Riemannian curvature tensor

R = (R13 km) (of type (2.2)) defines a linear transformation on the bundle f\ of

2-forms over M:

R(el A e>) s ÍF = i £ ñíjfcmefc A em,

k,m

where fiÎJ are the components of the curvature 2-form with values in the Lie algebra

Bo(p,q).

The nxn matrix Í7 = [QlJ] is antisymmetric: fi+ il = 0. The curvature 2-form

fi' = [UiJ] of type (1.1) is related to fi as follows:

it      -*p,q^' i       p,q
IP       0

0     -/,

where Ik = diag[+l,..., +1] ( + l:/c times).  Thus, Ü' satisfies Ip,qVl' +   'H'/p^ =

0.  Under the actions of the group SOn(p, q), the curvature is transformed in the
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following way:

(1) íT^ñ'^^fi'f/,

(2) flt-»ïï =   lgüg,

where g G SO0(p, q).

Let 3JÎ„(R) denote the algebra of all real n x n matrices. We now define a

function /: R x Ottn(R) -* R by

f(t,X) = (-1)" det(tlp,q - (27r)~1X).

For this function we have

LEMMA.   f(t,ü) is invariant under the actions ofSOo(p,q).

PROOF. First we must note that every element g 6 SOo(p, q) satisfies tglp,qg =

Ip^q. From the transformation rule (2) for Q, together with the above relation, we

have

/(¿,ñ) = (-l)1?det(í/p.9-(27r)^1ñ)

= (-1)9 det(tlp,q-(2tt)~ltgÜg)

= (-l)<?det(itff/p,,!?-(27r)-ltf7ng)

= (-1)' dét?g(tlp,q - (2ir)-ln)g) = f(t,U).

This completes the proof.    D

It is to be noted that /(£, 0) is an ad(SOn(p, t7))-invariant form in the following

sense. Put

f(t,n>) = f(t,ip,qn') = f(t,n).

Since ST is transformed according to (1), we easily see the invariance as follows:

/'(í,ñ') = /'(í,g-1n'g) = /(í,/p,9g-1n'!7)

= f(i, "glp^ü'g)    [i.e., Ip,qg~l = K:glp,q]

= f(t,tgng) = f(t,n) = f'(t,n').

Associated with f(t,X), we can define ad(SOo(p, g))-invariant polynomial func-

tions <?0.g,.gn on so(p,q) by

n

f(t,X)-^Y,UX)tn-1    iorXGB0(p,q).
i = 0

For a 2/cth function g2k there exists a unique closed 4/c-form ßk on M such that

7t*(/3fc) = 92fc(^)i where 7r: £ —> M is the projection. We denote by pfe the class of

the 4fcth de Rham cohomology ring /f4fc(M;R) represented by ßk and call it the

fcth pseudo-Pontrjagin class of M. Put p = 1 + pj + p2 + ■ • • ano- ca^ P *ne t°t°J

pseudo-Pontrjagin class of M.

We now state the main theorem.
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MAIN THEOREM. Let M be an n-dimensional orientable pseudo-Riemannian

manifold of metric signature (p,q), p > q, p + q = n. Then the pseudo-Pontrjagin

class p of M coincides with the Pontrjagin class p of M.

PROOF. In [1] Chern observed that at each point % G M. the tangent space

n~1(x) splits into the p-dimensional subspace k7 (x) and the g-dimensional sub-

space nZl(x) with respect to the indefinite metric of signature (p, q), together with

a Riemannian metric on M. Since such a splitting is continuous and global, this

implies that M admits a continuous field of tangent <j-planes (see also [3, §40]).

Thus, we can always choose a local pseudo-orthonormal basis {e1} of 1-forms on

M so that e1.ep lie on n^1(x) and ep+1.en lie on nZ1(x). Relative to this

basis the curvature 2-form fi can be written as a diagonal block matrix

n

p q

Í7T  T
o    n(_)

) p
) «"

It is important to note that in this form fi is compatible with the intrinsic Rieman-

nian structure on M [1]. Therefore, inserting such an fi into /(l, fi), we have

/(l,iî) = (-l)"det(/p.,-(27r)-1fî)

= (-1)" det(/p-(27r)-1f2( + ))Adet(-7(;-(27r)-1n(_))

= (-1)" det(/p - (27r)-1n(+)) Adet '(-/, - (27r)-1n(_))

= (-1)" det(7p - {2w)~lii{+)) A det(-J, + (27r)-'f!(_)),

where the last equality holds since lf2(_) = — fL_y

If q is odd then the second part of the last expression becomes

det(-/y + (27r)-1Q(_)) = - det(/„ - (27r)-1f2(_)).

and, hence,

/(l,f2) = (-1)*+1 dct(/p - (27T)-ln( + )) Adet(/„ - (27r)-1n(_))

= det(/p+(; - (27r)_1Q) =det(7n - (27r)_1n).

If q is even

det(-7, + (27r)-1f2(_)) = det(7, - (27t)-1f2(_)),

and, therefore,

/(l,n) = (-1)" det(/p - (2^)-1n( + )) Adet(7, - (27r)-1n(_))

= det(/p+, - (27r)_1n) = det(/„ - (2-k)~1Ü).

Thus, irrespective of type of signature, the pseudo-Pontrjagin class p represented

by a form ß, with n*(ß) = /(1,0), coincides with the Pontrjagin class p which is

represented by ß, with w*(ß) = det(/n - (2n)~ 1Q).    D

Although we treated the (pseudo-)Pontrjagin class of the tangent bundle of M

with an indefinite metric, these results are easily applicable to general vector bun-

dles with indefinite metrics.

I would like to thank Professor Chiaki Ihara for valuable discussions and encour-

agement.
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